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Abstract—A shaped single feed microstrip antenna is realized for
C-Band and X-Band applications. The frequency range of C-band
and X-band varies from 4 to 8 Gigahertz and 8 to 12 Gigahertz. The
antenna operates under three frequency bands, one under C band and
two under X-band applications. Defect on the ground called DGS
(Defected Ground Structure) is made to enhance the distinctiveness
of the antenna parameters. The design consists of DGS provided to
improve the antenna performance. The substrate material used is of
the Flame Retardant grade-4 (FR4) epoxy having high mechanical
and electrical strength. The design and analysis was done using the
FEM (Finite Element Method) based Ansoft HFSS (High Frequency
Structural Simulator) Version 12. For the resonant frequencies of
5.21, 9.17 and 10.45, a value of reflection coefficient obtained is of 39.0, -16.0 and -30.7 dB respectively. Other constraints of antenna
such as bandwidth, gain, directivity and Voltage Standing Wave
Ratio (VSWR) are also conferred.

Keywords—Flame retardant-4 epoxy, finite element method,
return loss, directivity.
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I. INTRODUCTION

act in accordance with the modern-day requirements in
communication engineering, wireless antennas are mostly
inevitable and hence there is a huge demand for Microstrip
Patch Antennas with multiband characteristics under compact
nature [6]. Also, the microstrip patch antennas can be
applicable in Microwave Monolithic Integrated Circuits and
Opto-Electronic Integrated Circuits due to their less weight
and low cost nature in terms of fabrication and production.
Microstrip patch antenna and Dipole Antennas are highly
efficient compared to other antennas particularly in size
reduction of rectenna [7]. Usually, an antenna is structured to
resonate under single frequency. But the dual band frequency
of operation can be achieved by using methods such as
providing slots on patch, shorting post or wall inside patch,
etc. [1]-[3], [5]. When certain slots are cut along the radiating
edge of the conducting patch, they alter the resonant mode
characteristics which further results in a dual resonance along
with the fundamental mode. Similarly, by introducing four
slots in a patch, a nine band antenna was depicted [4]. Several
formulations were also done to introduce the slots on the patch
for dual and multi-band frequency of operation [9].
C-band and X-band frequency ranges as defined by IEEE
definition on letter designation include the scale from 4 to 8
O
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GHz and 8 to 12 GHz correspondingly [16]. The C band
frequency ranges have an extensive range of applications in
weather radar, Wireless Fidelity devices, cordless phone and
for transmission in satellite communications. Also the X-band
frequency range has wide application in police radars for
vehicle speed detection, weather forecasting, monitoring, civil,
and military, etc. Images with discrimination and fine
resolution could be obtained from the smaller wavelength of
X-band [14]. For satellite and RADAR (Radio Detection and
Ranging) communication, an increased operating bandwidth
with finest size under X-band frequency range is required
[15].
In common, there are various conventional shapes available
for patch antenna such as circular, square, dipole, rectangular,
disc sector, triangular, etc. But there are various pros and cons
in each of the shapes available. Here, a design is used which
makes it affordable to resonate under three frequency bands
without any additional slots included in the patch. The shape
used is named to be Canadian leaf shaped, since it resembles
the national symbol of Canada.
DGS is another important parameter used in this depicted
model. It is generally an intentional defect added on the
ground plane mainly to enhance the desired properties of an
antenna [10], [11], [13]. There are various shapes available
such as partial ring, dumb-bell, etc. But in this model, a fractal
geometry is used which is a combination of hexagon and
rectangle to change the distinctiveness of the antenna [8].
II. DESIGN MODEL
A combination of iterated irregular shaped pentagon is used
for the depicted antenna model; it was not made based on any
of the conventional shapes such as triangle, rectangular,
square, etc. The overall dimension of the antenna is of 25 × 25
× 1.6 mm3. The design is considered with several iterations as
shown in Fig. 1. The first iteration was started from an
irregular pentagon shaped structure and is given as Fig. 1 (a).
The pentagon is tilted to an angle of 95o on either side and
combined with first iteration to form a fractal shape as the
second iteration given by Fig. 1 (b). Similarly, the same is
done in a second iteration to make the third iteration as shown
in Fig. 1 (c). The Fourth iteration represented in Fig. 1 (d) is
done by combining the above said model separated by an
angle of 190o. Fig. 1 (e) is the final design considered in the
depicted design model to operate under three frequency bands.
Here, line feeding technique is used to excite the antenna
and is a type of direct contact feeding method. This feeding
involves the edge of the radiating patch connected or attached
to a conducting strip [12]. This gives an advantage of
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providing feed and the patch on the same plane. The breadth
or width of the conducting strip acting as the feed has a
dimension quite smaller than that of the patch.

to provide additional resonant frequency. Table I gives the
values of the variables for the depicted antenna shown under
Figs. 2 and 3.

Symbols

(a)

(b)

Lf
Wf

(c)
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h
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a

(e)

TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF PROPOSED PATCH ANTENNA
Description of Variables
Feed length
Feed width
Relative permittivity of the substrate
Dielectric Substrate height or thickness
Substrate Length
Substrate Width
Slot Length at ground
Side length of hexagonal slot at ground

Values
5.6 mm
1.8 mm
4.4
1.6 mm
25 mm
25 mm
8 mm
2.52 mm
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Fig. 1 Iterations of the proposed model

The overall design structure of the depicted antenna is
shown in Figs. 2 and 3 in terms of top and bottom view
respectively. It consists of a Canadian leaf shaped patch with
line feeding technique used for the antenna and it lies above
the substrate having a height of 1.6 mm with a loss tangent
value of 0.02 and has a relative permittivity of 4.4. The ground
structure includes a dimension of 25 × 25 mm with DGS
included in it and it is given in Fig 3.

The overall design configuration of the depicted model is
discussed in the following section.
III. DESIGN CONFIGURATION
Under this section, the configuration of the proposed model
is explained and is given under Fig. 4. The antenna 1 in Fig. 4
(a) represents the fourth iteration shown in Fig 1 (d) with full
ground structure provided to it without any defect in ground
plane.

(a) Ant. 1

(b) Ant. 2
Fig. 2 Proposed Design Model – view at front

(c) Ant. 3

(d) Ant. 4
Fig. 4 Design configuration of the depicted model – Front and Back
view

Fig. 3 Proposed Design Model – view from bottom

The DGS included at the ground plane not only helps in
improving the antenna parameters, but also effectively
changes the effective inductance and capacitance of the patch
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Antenna 2 in Fig. 4 (b) represents the fifth iteration shown
in Fig. 1 (e) without any change in ground structure. The next
configuration consists of the same patch with the inclusion of
defect at the ground plane and is signified in Fig. 4 (c). Here, a
simple rectangular defect is included as a defected structure in
the conducting ground plane. The next configuration is the
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final depicted model with additional hexagonal shaped defect
made on the ground structure, and is shown as antenna 4 in
Fig. 4 (d).
The return loss plot comparison of the configurations is
represented under Fig. 5. From figure, it is evident that the
antenna 1 resonates under single frequency band with -10 dB
as reference. Subsequently, antenna 2 and antenna 3 resonate

under two frequency bands. The DGS included has an effect
of gain and directivity improvement along with increased
return loss value. With the inclusion of additional hexagonal
shaped defect on the ground, the effectual capacitance and
inductance of the antenna changes, in turn the fundamental
mode changes, making the antenna to resonate under three
frequency bands.

Fig. 5 Return loss comparison

Fig. 6 VSWR comparison

The VSWR comparison in Fig. 6 depicts that for the entire
antenna configuration, the VSWR values ranges from 1 to 2.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Ansoft HFSS V.12 software is used to design the depicted
model and the results simulated using the same is briefly
described under this section. The obtained results such as
reflection coefficient vs. frequency, surface current
distribution, gain, VSWR and directivity for the depicted
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model are given as follows.
A. Return Loss
Fig. 7 represents the plot of the reflection coefficient (dB)
vs. frequency (GHz) for the depicted model. It resonates under
three frequency bands with a return loss value of -39.04,
-16.01 and -30.74 dB for the first, second and third resonant
frequency correspondingly. A bandwidth of 190, 270 and 440
MHz is obtained for the resonant frequencies of 5.21, 9.17 and
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10.45 GHz respectively.

Fig. 7 S-parameter for the Proposed Model

B. Surface Current Distribution
The entire characteristics of the antenna for a particular
resonant frequency can be easily predicted by the surface
current distribution in a clearer manner. Figs. 8-10 represent
the current distribution (A/m) for the entire resonant
frequencies. From figures, it is evident that for the first
resonant frequency, the antenna radiates along the top edges of
the patch. And for the second resonant frequency, it radiates
along the perimeter or edges of the patch as given under Fig.
9. Finally, for the third resonant frequency, it resonates along
the bottom surface of the patch.

Fig. 9 Current Distribution at 9.17 GHz

Fig. 8 Current Distribution at 5.21 GHz

Fig. 10 Current Distribution at 10.45 GHz
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C. Gain
An overall gain value of 1 dBi to 5 dBi is obtained for all of
the resonant frequencies. The 3D polar plot of gain for each of
the resonant frequency is shown in Fig. 11 for the first, Figs.
12 and 13 for the second and third correspondingly. A gain
value of 1.38, 4.5 and 1.16 dBi is obtained for the operating
frequency of 5.21, 9.17 and 10.45 GHz respectively.
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D. VSWR
VSWR is a function of Reflection Coefficient and has no
units. It represents the power returned back by the antenna due
to impedance mismatch by itself. A suitable value of VSWR
must be positioned from 1 to 2. Fig. 14 depicts the VSWR
value of 1.02, 1.38 and 1.06 for the first, second and third
resonant frequencies.

Fig. 12 Gain at 9.17 GHz

Fig. 11 Gain at 5.21 GHz

Fig. 13 Gain at 10.45 GHz

Fig. 14 VSWR plot for the proposed model
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E. Directivity
The directivity is one of the radiation characteristics of the
antenna that defines the directional pattern or property of the
antenna, for a particular operating frequency. The range of
directivity obtained for the depicted model is between 3 dB
and 7 dB and is given in Figs. 15-17.

Fig. 17 Directivity at 10.45 GHz

V.

CONCLUSION

The depicted Canadian leaf shaped Microstrip Patch
Antenna (MPA) resonates under three frequency bands with
DGS included in it. The resonating frequencies are under C
and X-band frequency range. The applications are of Mobile
Services
(WLAN),
Police
radar
and
Terrestrial
Communication & Networking for each of the operating
frequency. The radiation parameters such as gain and
directivity obtained are well suited for the above said
application. Also, the impedance matching parameters such as
Return loss and VSWR are in good agreement for all of the
operating frequency with acceptable bandwidth.

Fig. 15 Directivity at 5.21 GHz
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